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(57) Abstract: A method includes receiving in a mobile communication terminal (28) a precoded Multiple-Input Multiple-Outputo (MIMO) signal, which includes first and second signal components transmitted at respective different first and second polarizations.
A difference between respective signal magnitudes of the first and second signal components received in the terminal is estimated in

o the terminal. Feedback information, which includes at least an indication of the difference between the signal magnitudes, is calcu
lated and transmitted from the terminal.



PRECODING FEEDBACK FOR CROSS-POLARIZED ANTENNAS WITH MAGNITUDE

INFORMATION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application

61/556,752, filed November 7, 201 1, whose disclosure is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0002] The present invention relates generally to wireless communication, and

particularly to methods and systems for feedback in Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)

communication systems.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Various communication systems communicate using multiple transmit and/or

receive antennas. Such communication schemes are referred to as Multiple-Input Multiple-

Output (MIMO) schemes. MIMO configurations are used, for example, in Evolved Universal

Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA), also referred to as Long Term Evolution (LTE), and

LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) systems. MIMO communication typically involves feeding back

communication channel information from the receiver to the transmitter.

[0004] Some MIMO feedback schemes use precoding codebooks, i.e., predefined

sets of precoding matrices that are agreed upon between the transmitter and the receiver. The

use of codebooks enables the receiver to report its estimated channel or request a preferable

precoding scheme with small signaling overhead. Codebook-based feedback schemes are

described, for example, in 3GPP Technical Specification 36.213, entitled "Technical

Specification Group Radio Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-

UTRA); Physical Layer Procedures (Release 8)," (3GPP TS 36.213), version 8.6.0, March,

2009, which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0005] The description above is presented as a general overview of related art in this

field and should not be construed as an admission that any of the information it contains

constitutes prior art against the present patent application.

SUMMARY

[0006] An embodiment that is described herein provides a method including

receiving in a mobile communication terminal a precoded Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

(MIMO) signal. The precoded MIMO signal includes first and second signal components

transmitted at respective different first and second polarizations. A difference between



respective signal magnitudes of the first and second signal components received in the

terminal is estimated in the terminal. Feedback information, which includes at least an

indication of the difference between the signal magnitudes, is calculated and transmitted from

the terminal.

[0007] In some embodiments, calculating the feedback information includes

selecting, based on the received signal, a preferred precoding matrix for precoding subsequent

MIMO signals addressed to the terminal, from a predefined codebook including multiple

precoding matrices that indicate possible values of the difference between the signal

magnitudes.

[0008] In a disclosed embodiment, calculating the feedback information includes

calculating a long-term feedback component indicative of slowly-varying channel feedback

and a short-term feedback component indicative of rapidly-varying channel feedback. In an

example embodiment, calculating the long-term feedback component includes reporting the

difference between signal magnitudes of the first and second signal components in the long-

term feedback component. In another embodiment, calculating the short-term feedback

component includes reporting the difference between the signal magnitudes of the first and

second signal components in the short-term feedback component. In yet another embodiment,

the long-term and short-term feedback components include matrices denoted W l and W2,

respectively, and calculating the feedback information includes calculating a matrix product

W2-W1.

[0009] In some embodiments, calculating the feedback information includes

calculating a first feedback component that is indicative of a steering direction of both the first

and the second signal components, and a second feedback component that is indicative of the

difference between the signal magnitudes. In an embodiment, calculating the first feedback

component includes calculating a common Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) vector for

precoding the first and second signal components. In a disclosed embodiment, calculating the

feedback information includes calculating a channel covariance matrix based on the estimated

difference between the signal magnitudes.

[0010] There is additionally provided, in accordance with an embodiment that is

described herein, apparatus including a receiver, processing circuitry and a transmitter. The

receiver is configured to receive a precoded Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) signal

that includes first and second signal components transmitted at respective different first and

second polarizations. The processing circuitry is configured to estimate a difference between

respective signal magnitudes of the first and second signal components received at the



receiver, and to calculate feedback information that includes at least an indication of the

difference between the signal magnitudes. The transmitter is configured to transmit the

feedback information.

[0011] In some embodiments, a mobile communication terminal includes the

disclosed apparatus. In some embodiments, a chipset for processing signals in a mobile

communication terminal includes the disclosed apparatus.

[0012] The present disclosure will be more fully understood from the following

detailed description of the embodiments thereof, taken together with the drawings in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Fig. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a MIMO

communication system, in accordance with an embodiment that is described herein; and

[0014] Fig. 2 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for feedback in a

MIMO communication system, in accordance with an embodiment that is described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0015] Embodiments that are described herein provide improved channel feedback

schemes for use in MIMO communication systems. In some embodiments, a base station

transmits a MIMO signal to a mobile communication terminal using an array of cross-

polarized antennas. The MIMO signal received by the terminal thus comprises two signal

components having different (typically orthogonal) polarizations. The terminal uses the

received signal to calculate feedback information regarding the MIMO communication

channel between the base station and the terminal, and transmits the feedback information to

the base station. The terminal transmits the feedback using a scheme in which a composition

of feedback possibilities is defined in a codebook that is known to both the terminal and the

base station.

[0016] In many practical cases, the two signal components may differ in signal

magnitude from one another. Significant differences in signal magnitude may occur, for

example, when the cross-polarized base station antennas are widely-spaced. In the disclosed

embodiments, the terminal estimates the difference between the respective signal magnitudes

of the different-polarization signal components, and reports the estimated difference as part of

the feedback information.

[0017] The base station receives the feedback information as bits in an uplink signal,

interprets the bits using a codebook, and then uses the feedback information to configure

subsequent MIMO transmissions. The base station uses the feedback information, for



example, for selecting precoding schemes for precoding (beam steering) the subsequent

transmissions, and for making scheduling decisions. By using feedback information that

accounts for the difference in signal magnitude between the different-polarization signal

components, the base station is able to configure its subsequent transmissions with a higher

degree of accuracy, and thus improve system performance such as throughput and capacity.

[0018] Fig. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a Multiple-Input

Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication system 20, in accordance with an embodiment that

is described herein. In the present example, system 20 comprises an E-UTRA (LTE) or LTE-

Advanced (LTE-A) system that operates in accordance with the TS 36.213 specification, cited

above. In alternative embodiments, however, system 20 may operate in accordance with any

other suitable communication standard or specification that uses MIMO signals. Other

communication standards that use MIMO signals include, for example, UMTS Terrestrial

Radio Access (UTRA) systems (also sometimes referred to as Wideband Code Division

Multiple Access - WCDMA) and WiMAX systems operating in accordance with IEEE 802.16

specifications.

[0019] System 20 comprises a Base Station (BS) 24 (e.g., an LTE eNodeB), which

communicates with a mobile communication terminal 28 (also referred to as User Equipment

- UE). Although Fig. 1 shows only a single BS and a single UE for the sake of clarity, real-life

communication systems typically comprise multiple BSs 24 and multiple UEs 28. BS 24

comprises a BS processor 32, which manages operation of the BS. A BS transceiver (TRX) 36

generates downlink MIMO signals for transmission to UEs 28 and receives uplink signals

from the UEs.

[0020] BS 24 transmits downlink signals and receives uplink signals using a cross-

polarized antenna array 40. In the present example, array 40 comprises a first set of antennas

44A. ..44D having a certain polarization, and a second set of antennas 48A. ..48D having a

polarization that is orthogonal to the polarization of the first set.

[0021] In an example embodiment, one set of antennas is horizontally-polarized and

the other set is vertically-polarized. In another example embodiment, one set of antennas has a

+45° polarization and the other set has polarization of -45°. Alternatively, any other suitable

orthogonal polarizations can be used.

[0022] In the present example, array 40 comprises a total of eight antennas, four

antennas in each set. The antennas within each set are arranged in a Uniform Linear Array

(ULA) configuration, in which the spacing between adjacent antennas is half wavelength

(λ/2). In another example embodiment, array 40 comprises a total of four antennas, two



antennas in each set. The antennas within each set are arranged in a ULA configuration in

which the spacing between adjacent antennas is four wavelengths (4λ) . Further alternatively,

the antenna array may comprise any suitable number of antennas having any suitable

positions.

[0023] UE 28 comprises one or more antennas 52, which receive the MIMO

downlink signals that are transmitted from BS 24, and transmit uplink signals to the BS. UE

28 comprises a downlink receiver (RX) 56 that receives and demodulates the downlink

signals, an uplink transmitter (TX) 68 that generates and transmits the uplink signals, and a UE

processor 60 that manages the UE operation and controls the various UE elements.

[0024] In some embodiments, UE processor 60 comprises a feedback calculation

module 64, which calculates feedback information regarding the downlink communication

channels between the BS antennas (44A. ..44D and 48A. ..48D) and UE antennas 52. Module

64 calculates the feedback information based on the downlink signals received by downlink

receiver 56, e.g., based on reference signals or symbols that are transmitted as part of the

downlink signals. Examples of reference signals comprise Common Reference Signals (CRS)

in LTE systems, and Channel State Information Reference Signals (CSI-RS) in LTE-A

systems. Alternatively, module 64 may calculate the feedback information based on any other

suitable part of the received downlink signals. Module 64 provides the calculated feedback

information to uplink transmitter 68, and the uplink transmitter transmits the feedback

information to BS 24.

[0025] The MIMO signal transmitted from BS 24 to a given receiver can be viewed

as comprising two signal components having different (typically orthogonal) polarizations. In

some embodiments, feedback calculation module 64 calculates the feedback information so as

to account for differences in signal magnitude between the different-polarization signal

components. This sort of feedback information will be discussed in greater detail below.

[0026] In BS 24, BS TRX 36 receives and demodulates the uplink signal, so as to

extract the feedback information sent by UE 28. BS processor 32 uses the feedback

information to control subsequent downlink transmissions. In an example embodiment, the BS

processor sets the downlink precoding scheme (the relative signal phases and amplitudes in the

different antennas of array 40) based on the feedback information. Alternatively, the BS

processor may use the feedback information to control the downlink transmissions in any other

way, such as in making scheduling or channel assignment decisions.

[0027] The BS and UE configurations shown in Fig. 1 are example configurations,

which are depicted solely for the sake of clarity. In alternative embodiments, any other



suitable BS and UE configurations can also be used. Some UE and BS elements that are not

mandatory for understanding of the disclosed techniques have been omitted from the figures

for the sake of clarity. The different elements of these units are typically implemented using

dedicated hardware, such as using one or more Application-Specific Integrated Circuits

(ASICs), Radio frequency Integrated Circuits (RFIC) and/or Field-Programmable Gate Arrays

(FPGAs). Alternatively, some elements may be implemented using software executing on

programmable hardware, or using a combination of hardware and software elements.

[0028] In some embodiments, some or all of the elements of UE 28 may be

fabricated in a chip-set. When implementing the disclosed techniques in software on a

programmable processor, the software may be downloaded to the processor in electronic form,

over a network, for example, or it may, alternatively or additionally, be provided and/or stored

on non-transitory tangible media, such as magnetic, optical or electronic memory.

[0029] The MIMO signal transmitted from BS 24 to UE 28 can be viewed as

comprising two signal components having different polarizations. One signal component is

transmitted from ULA array 44A. ..44D, and the other signal component is transmitted from

ULA array 48A. ..48D. In some practical scenarios, for example when the physical separation

between the antennas in each ULA array is large (e.g., 4λ ), the signal magnitudes of the two

signal components may differ from one another.

[0030] In some embodiments, feedback calculation module 64 in UE processor 60

estimates the difference in signal magnitude between the different-polarization components of

the received MIMO signal, and calculates the feedback information so as to indicate this

difference. In the present context, the term "difference in signal magnitude" refers to additive

difference, multiplicative difference (i.e., ratio) or any other suitable way of representing

signal magnitudes that differ from one another.

[0031] In an embodiment, the feedback information is indicative of a preferred

precoding matrix, which is selected by module 64 as preferred for precoding subsequent

MIMO signals addressed to UE 28. In an example embodiment, the preferred precoding

matrix is given by:

Equation 1 : W = V

wherein 7 L1 and 2 are magnitude terms that capture the difference in signal magnitude

between the different-polarization signal components, 6 {1, — —j}, V denotes a 2x1

Discrete Frequency Transform (DFT) vector that indicates the beam steering direction for both

signal components, and g ) denotes Kronecker product (also referred to as direct product or



tensor product). The example above refers to a total of eight BS antennas, but the preferred

precoding matrix can be defined in a similar manner for other numbers of antennas.

[0032] In an embodiment, module 64 selects the preferred precoding matrix W from

a predefined codebook of precoding matrices that is agreed upon in advance between BS 24

and UE 28. Each matrix in the codebook is represented using a certain number of feedback

bits - several bits for representing the possible choices of DFT vectors V, plus several bits for

representing and 7 2 or the relationship (e.g., ratio between them).

[0033] Consider the case of a codebook for four BS antennas (e.g., two cross-

polarized antennas, each comprising a pair of orthogonal-polarization antenna elements). In

some embodiments, the codebook used by system 20 is constructed from a set of 2x1 DFT

vectors. Define the base 2x1 DFT vector as:

Equation 2 :

wherein B denotes the number of bits used for representing the DFT vectors.

[0034] For rank 1 (i.e., a single precoded transmission sent to the UE per time-

frequency resource), the general structure of the code vector takes one of the following forms:

Equation 3 :

(0)
W =

VT cmu

or

Equation 4 : W =

wherein C G{1, —j} and 77 G {7n 1 , 7n 2 , ... , 7n 2 _ 1 } , M denoting the number of

bits used for representing the difference in signal magnitude. The codebook size for rank 1 is

thus B+M+2.

[0035] For rank 2 (two simultaneous precoded transmissions to the UE per time-

frequency resource), the general structure of the code vector takes one of the following forms:

Equation 5 :

( ) (0)
W =

2 1 + i 2 cmu —cmu

or



η θ η θ
Equation 6 : W = - =

LcVl — ( ) — c T ( )J

[0036] Generally, the codebook for rank 2 does not necessarily use all possible

values of m, c and Θ as in rank 1.

[0037] In alternative embodiments, feedback calculation module 64 calculates the

feedback information by calculating two feedback components - a long-term feedback

component (denoted Wl) and a short-term feedback component (denoted Wl). When using

codebook-based feedback, each precoding matrix in the codebook is defined by a respective

long-term matrix and a respective short-term matrix.

[0038] The long-term feedback component is typically indicative of slowly-varying

channel feedback, and is therefore typically computed by module 64 at a relatively coarse

time/frequency granularity. The short-term feedback component is typically indicative of

rapidly-varying channel feedback, and is therefore typically computed by module 64 at a finer

time/frequency granularity.

[0039] Typically although not necessarily, the long-term feedback component

corresponds to channel correlations between BS antennas of the same polarization. The short-

term feedback component, on the other hand, typically corresponds to channel correlations

between the two polarizations. Further aspects of this sort of feedback calculation are

addressed in U.S. Patent Application Publication 201 1/0150052, entitled "MIMO Feedback

Schemes for Cross-Polarized Antennas," which is assigned to the assignee of the present

patent application and whose disclosure is incorporated herein by reference.

[0040] When using such a dual codebook structure, in various embodiments the

difference in signal magnitude between the different-polarization signal components can be

embedded either in the long-term feedback component Wl or in the short-term feedback

component Wl.

[0041] In embodiments where the difference in signal magnitude is indicated in the

long-term feedback component Wl, the rank 1 codebook structure is given by:

Equation 7 :

[0042] In embodiments where the difference in signal magnitude is indicated

short-term feedback component Wl, the rank 1 codebook structure is given by:

Equation 8 :



[0043] In embodiments where the difference in signal magnitude is indicated in the

long-term feedback component Wl, the rank 2 codebook structure is given by:

Equation 9 :

[0044] In embodiments where the difference in signal magnitude is indicated in the

short-term feedback component Wl, the rank 2 codebook structure is given by:

Equation 10:

0 1 1
W = 14/1 14/2 =

2(1 +V2C1 + 2) m c - m

[0045] In an example embodiment, Wl is allocated four bits in the feedback

information and m is given by [ 1 0.75 0.9 1.2]. In another embodiment, Wl is allocated three

bits in the feedback information and the one-bit codebook for m is [ 1 0.75]. Several examples

of simulated performance of the above feedback schemes, for various types of BS antenna

arrays and bit allocations for Wl and Wl, are given in U.S. Provisional Patent Application

61/556,752, cited above.

[0046] Typically, the term u in the above equations has long-term slowly-varying

characteristics. Nevertheless, in some embodiments module 64 fine-tunes the term u as part of

the short-term feedback component Wl. In an example embodiment, Wl comprises

overlapping adjacent bins for reducing edge effects in frequency-selective feedback. In this

embodiment, module 64 generates 2B 1 B2 vectors. Each Wl matrix thus comprises 2

DFT vectors arranged in columns:

Equation 11:

[0047] Wl in this embodiment comprises a column selector matrix with a phase

combiner:

Equation 12:



E , 62, , β 2 , denoting a selection of the column. In some

embodiments, module 64 applies suitable scaling factors for normalizing the precoding

matrices.

[0048] In alternative embodiments, the difference in signal magnitude is captured in

the short-term feedback component:

Equation 13:

2 B . 0 0 0 0
Wl =

0 0 0 u2

Equation 14:

W2 C =

wherein Y £ , §2, , ¾ and 77 £ , 2 , ... , m2 M_ .

[0049] In other embodiments, the codebook used by system 20 is an adaptive

codebook, in which the channel covariance matrix serves as the long-term feedback

component Wl, and the short-term feedback component Wl is selected from some base

codebook. In these embodiments, the codebook is optimized for cross-polarized BS antenna

configurations. In an example embodiment, feedback calculation module 64 calculates the

covariance matrix by averaging the instantaneous channel covariance over time and frequency:

Equation 15:

[0050] For cross-polarized BS antennas, this covariance matrix can be approximated

as the following structure:

lRrrr a 0
Equation 16: struct =

M ^ULA.

wherein denotes the intra-polarization covariance matrix. The parameter m accounts for

the difference in signal magnitude between the different-polarization signal components.

[0051] For the co-polarized part, in an embodiment, the covariance matrix R is

closely approximated by a single correlation parameter a given by j Aij = ' ' . In

these embodiments, the codebook entries are essentially parameterized by the complex

quantity and the real parameter m. The Wl codebook may comprise a DFT-based codebook,

or a subset of a Householder codebook (possibly the entire Householder codebook). In



example embodiments, possible codebooks for m and are m E{0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.3}, | o | =

{0.9, 1}, and eight uniformly quantized phases in the interval [0,2π) for .

[0052] In alternative embodiments, the precoding matrix has the form W = W2

Wl. In an embodiment, Wl comprises the Householder codebook. In embodiments where the

difference in signal magnitude is embedded in the long-term feedback component Wl, the

Householder code-words of Wl are scaled accordingly with a diagonal matrix D . Wl in these

embodiments may comprise a DFT vector or a co-phasing vector of the form [1 1 c]T.

In embodiments where the difference in signal magnitude is embedded in the short-term

feedback component Wl, Wl is scaled by a diagonal matrix of the form

D= diag(l 1 m ) .

[0053] The codebooks, precoders and feedback schemes described above are chosen

solely by way of example. In alternative embodiments, UE 28 may calculate and transmit any

other suitable type of feedback information that is indicative of the difference in signal

magnitude between the different-polarization signal components. BS 24 may use this feedback

to implement any other suitable precoding scheme and/or for any other purpose.

[0054] Fig. 2 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for feedback in

system 20, in accordance with an embodiment that is described herein. The method begins

with receiver 56 of UE 28 receiving a downlink MIMO signal from BS 24, at a reception

operation 70. The received signal comprises two signal components having different (typically

orthogonal) polarizations.

[0055] Feedback calculation module 64 in UE processor 60 estimates the difference

in signal magnitude between the two signal components, at a magnitude difference estimation

operation 74. Module 64 then calculates feedback information that is indicative of the

estimated difference in signal magnitude, at a feedback calculation operation 78. Transmitter

68 transmits the feedback information from UE 28 to BS 24, at a feedback transmission

operation 82. BS 24 uses the feedback information to configure subsequent transmissions to

the UE.

[0056] It is noted that the embodiments described above are cited by way of

example, and that the present invention is not limited to what has been particularly shown and

described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the present invention includes both combinations

and sub-combinations of the various features described hereinabove, as well as variations and

modifications thereof which would occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the

foregoing description and which are not disclosed in the prior art. Documents incorporated by

reference in the present patent application are to be considered an integral part of the



application except that to the extent any terms are defined in these incorporated documents in

a manner that conflicts with the definitions made explicitly or implicitly in the present

specification, only the definitions in the present specification should be considered.



CLAIMS

1. A method, comprising:

receiving in a mobile communication terminal a precoded Multiple-Input Multiple-

Output (MIMO) signal, which comprises first and second signal components transmitted at

respective different first and second polarizations;

estimating in the terminal a difference between respective signal magnitudes of the

first and second signal components received in the terminal, and calculating feedback

information that includes at least an indication of the difference between the signal

magnitudes; and

transmitting the feedback information from the terminal.

2 . The method according to claim 1, wherein calculating the feedback information

comprises selecting, based on the received signal, a preferred precoding matrix for precoding

subsequent MIMO signals addressed to the terminal, from a predefined codebook comprising

multiple precoding matrices that indicate possible values of the difference between the signal

magnitudes.

3 . The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein calculating the feedback information

comprises calculating a long-term feedback component indicative of slowly-varying channel

feedback and a short-term feedback component indicative of rapidly-varying channel

feedback.

4 . The method according to claim 3, wherein calculating the long-term feedback

component comprises reporting the difference between signal magnitudes of the first and

second signal components in the long-term feedback component.

5 . The method according to claim 3, wherein calculating the short-term feedback

component comprises reporting the difference between the signal magnitudes of the first and

second signal components in the short-term feedback component.

6 . The method according to claim 3, wherein the long-term and short-term feedback

components comprise matrices denoted Wl and W2, respectively, and wherein calculating the

feedback information comprises calculating a matrix product W2-W1.

7 . The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein calculating the feedback information

comprises calculating a first feedback component that is indicative of a steering direction of



both the first and the second signal components, and a second feedback component that is

indicative of the difference between the signal magnitudes.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein calculating the first feedback component

comprises calculating a common Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) vector for precoding the

first and second signal components.

9 . The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein calculating the feedback information

comprises calculating a channel covariance matrix based on the estimated difference between

the signal magnitudes.

10. Apparatus, comprising:

a receiver, which is configured to receive a precoded Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

(MIMO) signal that comprises first and second signal components transmitted at respective

different first and second polarizations;

processing circuitry, which is configured to estimate a difference between respective

signal magnitudes of the first and second signal components received at the receiver, and to

calculate feedback information that includes at least an indication of the difference between

the signal magnitudes; and

a transmitter, which is configured to transmit the feedback information.

11. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the processing circuitry is configured to

calculate the feedback information by selecting, based on the received signal, a preferred

precoding matrix for precoding subsequent MIMO signals addressed to the terminal, from a

predefined codebook comprising multiple precoding matrices that indicate possible values of

the difference in signal magnitude.

12. The apparatus according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the processing circuitry is

configured to calculate the feedback information by calculating a long-term feedback

component indicative of slowly-varying channel feedback and a short-term feedback

component indicative of rapidly-varying channel feedback.

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the processing circuitry is configured to

report the difference between the signal magnitudes of the first and second signal components

in the long-term feedback component.

14. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the processing circuitry is configured to

report the difference between the signal magnitudes of the first and second signal components

in the short-term feedback component.



15. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the long-term and short-term feedback

components comprise matrices denoted Wl and W2, respectively, and wherein the processing

circuitry is configured to calculate the feedback information by calculating a matrix product

W2-W1.

16. The apparatus according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the processing circuitry is

configured to calculate a first feedback component that is indicative of a steering direction of

both the first and the second signal components, and a second feedback component that is

indicative of the difference between the signal magnitudes.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the processing circuitry is configured to

calculate the first feedback component by calculating a common Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT) vector for precoding the first and second signal components.

18. The apparatus according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the processing circuitry is

configured to calculate the feedback information by calculating a channel covariance matrix

based on the estimated difference between the signal magnitudes.

19. A mobile communication terminal comprising the apparatus of claim 10.

20. A chipset for processing signals in a mobile communication terminal, comprising the

apparatus of claim 10.
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